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ABSTRACT: Amorphous metal oxides with analog resistive
switching functions (i.e., continuous controllability of the electrical
resistance) are gaining emerging interest due to their neuromorphic
functionalities promising for energy efficient electronics. The
mechanisms are currently attributed to field-driven migration of
the constituent ions, but the applications are being hindered by the
limited understanding of the physical mechanisms due to the
difficulty in analyzing the causal ion migration, which occurs on a
nanometer or even atomic scale. Here, the direct electrical
transport measurement of analog resistive switching and an̊gström
scale imaging of the causal ion migration is demonstrated in
amorphous TaOx (a-TaOx) by conductive atomic force micros-
copy. Atomically flat thin films of a-TaOx, which is a practical material for commercial resistive random access memory, are
fabricated in this study, and the mechanisms of the three known types of analog resistive switching phenomena (current-dependent
set, voltage-dependent reset, and time-dependent switching) are directly visualized on the surfaces. The observations indicate that
highly analog type of resistive switching can be induced in a-TaOx by inducing the continuous redox reactions for 2.0 < x < 2.5,
which are characteristic of a-TaOx. The measurements also demonstrate drastic control of the switching stochasticity, which is
attributable to controlled segregation of a metastable a-TaO2 phase. The findings provide direct clues for tuning the analog resistive
switching characteristics of amorphous metal oxides and developing new functions for future neuromorphic computing.
KEYWORDS: analog resistive switching, electronic synapses, memristors, amorphous metal oxides, conductive atomic force microscopy,
tantalum oxides

1. INTRODUCTION
Continuous (nondiscrete) control of the resistance of a
material has been vigorously pursued in recent neuromorphic
(bioinspired) electronics as an important principle of
electronic synapses, where biological synaptic weight changes
are mimicked by resistance changes. Continuous resistance
changes induced by electric field application, i.e., analog (or
memristive) resistive switching phenomena, have been
demonstrated in nanostructured amorphous metal oxides
(TaOx, HfOx, etc.),1−13 with advantages for applications
(high neuromorphic functionality, low power consumption,
and high scalability). The hardware development of oxide-
based electronic synapses, however, has been hampered by the
poorly understood physical mechanisms, which significantly
limits function control. Recent research efforts have proposed
phenomenological models of the mechanisms based on
transpor t measurements and numer ica l s imula -
tions,2,4,5,7−9,11−15 and the involvement of field-driven
migration of constituent ions has been suggested by the
models, while the details of the ion migration and origin of the
switching continuity remain elusive.

Scanning probe microscopy observation of an analog
resistive switching phenomenon has recently become an
important challenge for understanding the intrinsic nature of
switching because the atomic-scale ion migration that accounts
for the switching continuity can potentially be observed. In
fact, this methodology has been widely employed for
investigating conventional (non-analog, discrete type) resistive
switching phenomena,16−24 and a few pioneering studies have
also been reported for analog-type switching.25−27 However,
the mechanisms of the ion migration remain largely unproven
because of the severe requirements on electrical input control
and observation resolution for investigating a truly analog type
of resistive switching. For examples, imaging of a conduction
path and structural observations of the ion migration in a
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switching material have not yet been demonstrated for an
analog type of switching phenomena by probe microscopy.

In this work, we directly visualized the mechanisms of the
analog resistive switching phenomena in amorphous TaOx (a-
TaOx) by optimized conductive atomic force microscopy (C-
AFM) observation via fabricating its atomically flat thin films.
We selected a-TaOx as the target material in this study because
it is currently considered a key material in resistive switching
applications. A variety of neuromorphic functions, including
high-performance analog resistive switching,3−8,10,13 spike
timing-dependent plasticity,4,7 and second-order memristor
characteristics,7 have been demonstrated in thin-film devices of
a-TaOx, in addition to the fact that it has been widely used as a
practical material for commercial resistive random access
memory (ReRAM).3,10,28 In amorphous metal oxides, three
types of analog switching phenomena have been demonstrated
depending on the control parameters: (1) analog set
(resistance decrease) controlled by the compliance current
(Ic),

1,5,6,13 (2) analog reset (resistance increase) controlled by
the maximum applied voltage (Vmax),

1,3,4,6,8,13 and (3) analog
set and reset by multiple voltage applications (i.e., controlled
by the voltage application time).2,4,7,8 In our measurements, all

three types of phenomena were directly demonstrated by C-
AFM, and the involved ionic migration was observed in the
an̊gström scale. The observations revealed that the analog
resistive switching of a-TaOx originates from complementary
migration of the tantalum and oxide ions and suggested that its
dominant cause distinctively varies with the control parameters
and stages of switching, as exemplified by the electric drift,
thermal diffusion, and continuous redox reactions (which are
characteristics of a-TaOx). Moreover, the measurements
demonstrated that the stochasticity of the resistive switching
can be drastically changed by simply turning the migration
direction of the tantalum and oxide ions, and important
involvement of the segregation of a metastable a-TaO2 phase in
the stochastic-type switching was suggested. These results
provide direct insights into the physical origins of the analog
and stochastic resistive switching in amorphous metal oxides
and may enable us to directly design the properties toward
neuromorphic and stochastic computing applications.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Measurement Setup Using Atomically Flat a-

TaOx. For the C-AFM analyses, in this study, a-TaOx thin films

Figure 1. (a) Topographic AFM images of (left) a Nb:STO (001) substrate and (right) an a-TaOx (5.7 nm) thin film deposited on it. The bottom
figures show the surface profiles along the horizontal white lines in the images. (b) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for C-AFM
measurement of a-TaOx thin films. (c) DC I−V characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured by C-AFM under Ic = 50 nA−100 μA and no Ic.
The black arrows and numbers indicate the voltage sweeping sequence, and the red and blue arrows indicate the current ranges where the analog-
and over-set switching was observed in the measurements, respectively. (d) (top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images of the a-TaOx
thin film observed directly after the C-AFM I−V measurements with Ic = 500 nA−10 μA and without Ic. The scan area is 200 × 200 nm2, and a
reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the current images. The height scales (hss) used for depicting the topographic images are 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.9, and 0.8 nm for the images with Ic = 500 nA, Ic = 1.0 μA, Ic = 2.0 μA, Ic = 10 μA, and no Ic, respectively. The white crosses in the images
mark the contact positions of the C-AFM tips in the I−V measurements.
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with atomically flat surfaces were fabricated by the pulsed laser
deposition (PLD) method under oxygen partial pressures
(PO2s) of ≤6 Pa (see Supporting Information, Figure S1).
When the a-TaOx films were deposited on Nb-doped SrTiO3
(Nb:STO) (001) substrates with atomically stepped surfaces,
the periodical structures formed by the single-unit-cell-height
(0.3905 nm) steps were nearly completely reproduced on the
film surfaces (Figure 1a). The setup of our C-AFM
measurements for the a-TaOx (5.7 nm) thin films is shown
in Figure 1b. The measurements were conducted in air, and
voltages were applied from the biased Nb:STO (001)
substrates to the grounded tips in all of the current−voltage
(I−V), current−time (I−t), and current-mapping measure-
ments by C-AFM. An external source measurement unit
(B1500A, Keysight Co., Ltd.) was used in the I−V and I−t
measurements to cover a wide range of currents involved in the
resistive switching (from 10−11 to 10−3 A). The atomically flat
surface of the a-TaOx films and atmospheric C-AFM setup are
considered particularly suitable for observing the analog-type
switching phenomena (see the Experimental Section). The
composition formula of the a-TaOx films used for the C-AFM
measurements was determined to be TaO2.46 by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (Figure S2). The valence of the
tantalum ions was thus suggested to be mostly +5 in the initial
state.

In the following sections, we describe the detailed processes
of the analog and stochastic resistive switching of a-TaOx
observed using this setup. The characteristics of the (1)
current-dependent analog set and (2) voltage-dependent
analog reset phenomenon are presented first, followed by a
demonstration of stochasticity control of the resistive switching
(based on control of the ion migration directions). The results

on the (3) time-dependent analog switching phenomenon
(investigated by multiple pulsed voltage applications) are then
presented, and the suggested mechanism of each phenomenon
is finally described.

2.2. C-AFM Observation of Current-Dependent
Analog Set. DC I−V characteristics measured on the pristine
surface of an a-TaOx (5.7 nm) thin film by C-AFM and
topographic and current images observed directly after the C-
AFM I−V measurements are shown in Figure 1c,d. In the
measurements, systematically regulated Ics (horizontal straight
parts in the plot of the characteristics) were applied to the a-
TaOx film using the measurement unit (B1500A semi-
conductor parameter analyzer). Clear initial set switching
(so-called forming) and significant Ic dependence of the
switched resistance, i.e., the (1) Ic-dependent analog set
phenomenon,5,6,13 were demonstrated in the I−V character-
istics. The measurements revealed that the current-dependent
analog set of a-TaOx is a multistep phenomenon, in which the
Ic dependence of the switched resistance has critical currents of
Ic = 1.0 and 10 μA. The switched resistance of the a-TaOx film
showed a sensitive dependence on the applied Ic for Ic <1.0 μA.
In contrast, very small topographic deformation with a height
of 0.3 nm and apparently no conductive area were observed in
the C-AFM images after the measurements in this Ic range
[Figures 1d and S3 for details (including the C-AFM images
without white crosses for Ic = 500 nA−2.0 μA)]. Note that
mutually different height scales (hss) are used for drawing the
topographic images in Figure 1d to obtain better visualization
results for the structures at lower Ics (as well as in Figures 2c
and 3c). For the topographic structures in the Ic-dependent
analog set phenomenon, however, three-dimensional drawings
with a constant topographic height scale are provided in Figure

Figure 2. (a) DC I−V characteristics of an a-TaOx (5.7 nm) thin film measured after initial set operations at Ic = 2.0 μA by C-AFM with a Vmax of
(left) +1.0−+2.5 V and (right) +2.5−+5.0 V. The black arrows and numbers indicate the voltage sweeping sequence, and the red and blue arrows
and dashed vertical lines indicate the voltage ranges where the analog- and over-reset switching was observed in the measurements, respectively. (b)
DC I−V characteristics of the a-TaOx thin film measured by applying 10 voltage sweeping cycles of 0 → +2.5 → −1.7 → 0 V by C-AFM after an
initial set operation at Ic = 2.0 μA. (c) (top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images observed directly after the C-AFM I−V
measurements of the first reset switching with a Vmax of +1.5−+5.0 V. The scan areas are 200 × 200 nm2 for the images with Vmax = +1.5−+3.5 V
and 450 × 450 nm2 for the images with Vmax = +5.0 V. A reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the current images. The hss used for
depicting the topographic images are 1.1, 1.3, 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6 nm for the images with Vmax = +1.5, +2.0, +2.5, +3.5, and +5.0 V, respectively. (d)
(top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images observed after set switching with Vmax = −1.7 V (following the first reset switching with
Vmax = +2.5 V). The scan area is 200 × 200 nm2, and a reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the current image.
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S3. The mechanical contact radius between the tip and film
was estimated as 1.2 nm from the Hertz model,29 but the C-
AFM images suggested that the effective electrical contact
radius in the I−V measurements was increased to 27 nm
(which corresponds to the radius of the 0.3 nm deformation)
due to the field spreading and water meniscus formation.30,31

Conductive regions became observable in the current images
under Ic ≥1.0 μA, where a large decrease in the switched
resistance was demonstrated in the I−V characteristics. The
size change of the conductive region, which has been widely
assumed in previous studies,4,5,7,8,11,14,15 was observed between
Ic = 1.0 and 2.0 μA (from 5 to 14 nm in radius), while a less
sensitive Ic dependence was shown for the switched resistance
(Figure 1c). From 20 times I−V measurements of the
switching at separated positions, the average values of the
switched resistance (read at +0.1 V) and its standard
deviations were determined as 170 kΩ and 56 kΩ at Ic = 1.0
μA and 97 kΩ and 25 kΩ at Ic = 2.0 μA, respectively.
Therefore, the Ic dependence of the switched resistance was
still significant in the Ic range of 1.0−2.0 μA, even though the
sensitivity was much reduced. The structural deformation after
the switching was still small at Ic = 2.0 μA, and the switching at
Ic = 2.0 μA caused no detectable topographic deformation in a-
TaOx when it was conducted with negative voltages (Figure
S4). A further increase in Ic did not cause a size increase in the
conductive region but resulted in shape disorder. At Ic ≥ 10
μA, the height of the topographic deformation of a-TaOx was
increased to 1.0 nm (at the maximum part), and the
conductive regions were divided into multiple areas in the
current images. Note that the relatively large upward
deformation of a-TaOx may be suppressed in a practical

device with a top electrode layer due to internal stresses from
the layer and may result in a partly different behavior of ion
migration. Accompanying the path division for Ic ≥ 10 μA, the
sign of the Ic dependence of the switched resistance was
reversed in the I−V characteristics (top panel of Figure 1c),
indicating the occurrence of an “over-set (over-forming)”
phenomenon32 in the a-TaOx thin film. In previous studies, the
occurrence of similar relatively large, nanoscale upward
deformation of a switching material has been observed in
binary-type forming switching of a-TaOx thin films based on
the probe microscopy measurements,18,19 while no observable
structural deformation has generally been caused in forming
switching of other materials.24,27 The structural deformation of
a-TaOx observed in Figures 1d and S3 is therefore attributable
to the high cation mobility of a-TaOx reported in the previous
studies,18,19 as discussed later.

2.3. C-AFM Observation of Voltage-Dependent
Analog Reset. Figure 2a shows the Vmax dependence of the
reset switching characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film, measured
by C-AFM after the initial set switching operations. In the
measurements, positive DC voltages were applied to the film
with various Vmaxs of +1.0−+5.0 V after inducing the initial set
switching at Ic = 2.0 μA, by which a robust conduction path
can be formed without large structural deformation of a-TaOx
(middle panels of Figure 1d). Gradual reset switching and
significant Vmax dependence of the switched resistance were
observed in the I−V characteristics with Vmax = +1.5−+2.5 V.
Therefore, the (2) Vmax-dependent analog reset phenomen-
on3,4,6,8,13 was demonstrated in this Vmax range with input
powers of 0.2−0.4 mW, which are equivalent to those in
practical devices.3,10,28 Through voltage application with Vmax

Figure 3. (a) DC I−V characteristics of an a-TaOx (5.7 nm) thin film measured with Vmax = −2.0 to −3.5 V by C-AFM after initial set operations at
Ic = 2.0 μA. The black arrows and numbers indicate the voltage sweeping sequence, and the red arrow and dashed vertical line indicate the voltage
range where the stochastic-type reset switching was potentially observed in the measurements. A subsequent set operation with Vmax = +3.0 V and Ic
= 100 μA (“3” and “4”) is also shown in the figure. (b) DC I−V characteristics of the a-TaOx thin film measured by applying 10 voltage sweeping
cycles of 0 → −3.5 → +3.0 → 0 V under Ic = 100 μA for the set operations by C-AFM after an initial set operation at Ic = 2.0 μA. (c) (top)
Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images observed directly after the C-AFM I−V measurements of the first reset switching with Vmax =
−2.0 to −3.5 V. The hss used for depicting the topographic images are 0.7, 1.0, 1.7, and 1.8 nm for the images with Vmax = −2.0, −2.5, −3.0, and
−3.5 V, respectively. (d) (top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images observed after set switching with Vmax = +3.0 V (following the
first reset switching with Vmax = −3.5 V). The broken white circles in the C-AFM images mark the peripheries of the contact positions of the C-
AFM tips in the I−V measurements, where a high-resistance core was formed after the abrupt reset. The scan area of the C-AFM images is 200 ×
200 nm2, and a reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the current images.
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≤ +1.5 V, the a-TaOx thin film first formed a volcano-like
structure with a maximum height of 1.1 nm in the conductive
region (left panels of Figures 2c and S5 for the height
information in this type of switching), which suggests the
occurrence of upward migration of the internal cations (Ta5+
and Ta4+).18,19 However, this ion migration did not cause
significant reset switching in the a-TaOx film, as indicated by
the I−V characteristics and current image. At Vmax = +1.5−
+2.5 V, where the analog reset was demonstrated, instead,
gradual volume increases of a-TaOx were observed in the
conductive regions. At +2.5 V, where the analog reset was
completed in the I−V characteristics, a symmetric mound with
a height of 1.2 nm was formed in the topographic structure of
a-TaOx, and the conductive area almost disappeared in the
current image. The mound-like structure is indicative of the
occurrence of mass supply from the tip side, which is generally
caused by anodic oxidation of the film.30 By subsequently
applying negative voltages with Vmax = −1.7 V after the reset,
very stable cycling of the analog resistive switching was
demonstrated in the film (Figure 2b), showing switching
behavior similar to that of a-TaOx-based memristive
devices.3,4,8 The volume of a-TaOx decreased again after the
set switching at −1.7 V, and a conductive region reappeared in
the current image (Figure 2d). At Vmax > +2.5 V (right panel of
Figure 2a), in contrast, the switched resistance decreased from
that at Vmax = +2.5 V, with the occurrence of spiking currents
during voltage sweeping. Such behavior has also been observed
in a-TaOx device structures as the “over-reset” or “reset failure”
phenomenon.8 Interestingly, we observed that characteristic
dendrite structures were formed in the film after over-reset at

Vmax = +5.0 V over a long distance of 450 nm (Figures 2c and
S5).

2.4. C-AFM Observation of Stochastic Switching. The
C-AFM measurements also demonstrated that the continuity
and stochasticity of the resistive switching can be drastically
changed in a-TaOx depending on the polarity of the applied
voltages. Figure 3a shows the DC I−V characteristics of an a-
TaOx thin film measured under negative voltages with Vmax =
−2.0 to −3.5 V by C-AFM after inducing the initial set
switching at Ic = 2.0 μA. The characteristics of a subsequent set
switching with Vmax = +3.0 V (measured after the −3.5 V reset)
are also shown in the figure. Unlike the analog-type switching
observed under the voltage polarity sequence of +2.5 → −1.7
V (Figure 2b), very abrupt resistive switching was induced
under the sequence of −3.5 → +3.0 V with the defined
switching voltages of −3.2 V and +2.5 V, and this type of I−V
characteristic is also typical in a-TaOx-based resistive switching
devices.3,5,6,13 In this voltage sweeping sequence, structural
depression was first caused at −1.5 V by the downward
migration of Ta5+ and Ta4+ in the conduction path (Figure S6),
while the deformation did not cause significant reset switching.
The reset switching started to be induced after a small
resistance jump at −1.8 V (Figure 3a) and then progressed
with the generation of spiking current noise. From Vmax = −2.0
to −3.0 V, gradual expansion of the conductive areas was
observed in the current images (Figure 3c) despite the
progress of the reset switching in the I−V characteristics. After
a large resistance jump was caused at −3.2 V, remarkably,
structural coalescence was observed in the film with the
occurrence of nanoparticle structures with a maximum height

Figure 4. I−t characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured by applying pulsed voltage stresses of (a) +2.5 V after a forming operation at Ic = 2.0
μA and (b) −1.7 V after the 10-time reset operation induced by pulsed voltages of +2.5 V. (c) Differential resistances (ΔRs) determined for each
voltage pulse shown in (a) and (b), from which the resistances for the first pulses are subtracted. (d) (top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-
AFM images of the a-TaOx thin film observed directly after the one-time application and 10-time application of pulsed voltages of +2.5 V. I−t
characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured by applying pulsed voltage stresses of −3.0 V after a forming operation at Ic = 2.0 μA, where the
sudden resistance increase was (e) not observed and (f) observed. (g) Resistances determined for each voltage pulse shown in (e) and (f). (h)
(top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM images of the a-TaOx thin film observed directly after 10-time application of pulsed voltages of
−3.0 V for the areas where the sudden reset was not observed and was observed. The voltages applied in the I−t measurements are shown in the
top panels. The broken white circles in the C-AFM images mark the peripheries of the contact positions of the C-AFM tips in the I−t
measurements. The scan area of the C-AFM images is 200 × 200 nm2, and a reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the current images.
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of 2.0 nm (top right panel of Figure 3c), suggesting a change in
the chemical bonding states of a-TaOx. In addition, a unique
core−shell structure was formed in the resistance distributions
of a-TaOx after the abrupt reset switching (bottom right panel
of Figure 3c). In previous studies on resistive switching oxides,
the formation of a core−shell structure has been considered for
a material after set switching,33,34 and lower resistance has
been supposed for the central core part. However, in our
measurements, the presence of a reverse-type structure with a
higher-resistance core was found in the films after reset
switching. After the subsequent set switching at +2.5 V, the
region of the higher-resistance core was invaded by the
surrounding conductive shell with the occurrence of upward
topographic migration (Figure 3d). Cycling I−V measure-
ments demonstrated that this type of switching has large
distributions in the switching voltages and switched resistances
(Figure 3b), which suggests stochasticity of its occurrence.
Moreover, the measurements indicated that the structural
coalescence of a-TaOx progressively increased with cycling of
the stochastic-type switching (Figure S7).

2.5. C-AFM Observation of Time-Dependent Analog
Switching. In the a-TaOx thin films, continuous resistance
changes induced by multiple voltage applications [i.e., (3)
voltage-application-time-dependent analog switching]4,7,8 were
observed under the analog type of voltage polarity sequence
(positive forming → positive reset → negative set). As shown
in Figure 4a−c, systematic changes in the resistance were
demonstrated in an a-TaOx film with application of sequential
pulsed voltages of +2.5 or −1.7 V with a duration of 1.0 ms
(after the initial set at Ic = 2.0 μA). In these operations, a
volcano-like structure was formed after the first voltage stress
of +2.5 V (top left panel of Figure 4d) by the upward
migration of Ta5+ and Ta4+. However, the topographic images
did not significantly change further with the progress of analog
switching, whereas the resistance levels were altered in the
current images (Figures 4d and S8). In this type of analog
switching, the resistance of a-TaOx also showed a dependence
on the time interval of the applied voltages (Figure S9), which
supports the second-order memristor characteristics of a-
TaOx.

7

Under the stochastic type of voltage polarity sequence
(positive forming → negative reset → positive set), instead,
continuous resistance changes were not induced for a-TaOx by
pulsed voltage application, but the temporal stochasticity of the
switching was confirmed in the measurements. Figure 4e,f
shows the I−t characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured
by applying pulsed voltage stresses of −3.0 V (after the initial
set operations at Ic = 2.0 μA). The measurements
demonstrated that the multiple voltage applications stochasti-
cally induce an abrupt reset of a-TaOx from approximately 104

Ω to 106 Ω (Figure 4g) within the first 10 voltage stresses.
Periodic spiking currents with a high frequency of >0.7 MHz
were also observed in the I−t characteristics as noise currents
during the single pulsed voltage (Figure S10). After the
multiple voltage applications, structural coalescence and
formation of the core−shell structures were caused in a-
TaOx (Figure 4h), but some conductive areas remained in the
higher-resistance core when the abrupt reset switching was
stochastically not induced (left panels in Figure 4h).

In addition, our C-AFM measurements revealed that the
very high switching speed of a-TaOx, which has been reported
in device structures with a switching time of down to <1.0
ns,3,28,35 can be obtained in the stochastic type. Figure 5a,c

shows the I−t characteristics of an a-TaOx film measured using
an oscilloscope-based C-AFM setup for high-speed measure-
ments (Figure S11). Under the analog-type reset operation (a
pulsed voltage stress of +2.5 V after the initial set at Ic = 2.0
μA), the film did not show significant reset switching within
the duration of 100 ns in the I−t characteristics or current
image (Figure 5a,b), suggesting the limited switching speed of
this type. This operation structurally caused upward
deformation of the conductive region in a-TaOx, and the
deformed area was smaller than that after 1.0−10 ms (Figure
4d). By applying a pulsed voltage stress of −3.0 V (i.e., the
stochastic-type reset operation), in contrast, fast reset switch-
ing with a switching time of <100 ns was demonstrated in the
I−t characteristics and current image (Figure 5c,d), while this
switching was cancelled out as the spiking noise on longer time
scales (Figures 3a and 4e). After the reset switching, a 0.2 nm
depth topographic depression was formed at the tip−contact
position in the conductive region (white crosses, as shown in
Figure 5d). The observed topographic changes strongly
suggested that the fast reset switching at −3.0 V was produced
by downward migration of the Ta5+ and Ta4+ ions, and

Figure 5. (a) I−t characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured by
applying a pulsed voltage stress of +2.5 V with a duration of 100 ns
(after the initial set at Ic = 2.0 μA). (b) (top) Topographic and
(bottom) current C-AFM images of the a-TaOx thin film observed
directly after the voltage application shown in (a). (c) I−t
characteristics of an a-TaOx thin film measured by applying a pulsed
voltage stress of −3.0 V with a duration of 100 ns (after the initial set
at Ic = 2.0 μA). (d) (top) Topographic and (bottom) current C-AFM
images of the a-TaOx thin film observed directly after the voltage
application shown in (c). The voltages applied in the I−t
measurements are shown in the top panels. The white crosses in
the C-AFM images mark the contact positions of the C-AFM tips in
the I−t measurements. The scan area of the C-AFM images is 200 ×
200 nm2, and a reading voltage of −1.0 V was applied to acquire the
current images. The maximum current levels in the current-mapping
observations (for the red regions of the current images) were 4.0 nA
in (b) and 0.6 nA in (d).
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disconnection of the conduction path was preferentially caused
by the downward migration because of the large electrode area
difference between the top and bottom interfaces (Figure S12).
The 0.2 nm depression observed after the voltage application
time of 100 ns roughly gives a drift velocity of 0.2 cm/s for
Ta5+ and Ta4+ at the applied field of 5.3 MV/cm. This value is
in reasonable agreement with the typical ion drift velocity of a
metal oxide with a small activation energy36 and may explain
the intrinsically high switching speed of a-TaOx.

2.6. Switching Mechanisms. In discussing the physical
mechanisms of the observed switching, we should consider the
fact that a-TaOx has a particularly sensitive dependence of the
resistivity on the oxygen composition for x = 2.0−2.537−39 as a
binary amorphous metal oxide. This feature has been explained
based on the absence of any stable suboxide phase in this
composition range37 due to the particularly simple thermody-
namic diagrams of amorphous and crystalline TaOx,

37,40,41

which include only two stable phases of Ta and TaO2.5.
Regarding the driving factors of the ion migration, mass fluxes
previously considered for binary-type resistive switching
phenomena,42−45 such as those driven by electric drift (Jd in
Figure 6), compositional (Fick) diffusion, and thermal (Soret)

diffusion (JS in Figure 6), are also applicable. In our a-TaOx
thin films, however, the influence of compositional diffusion
was suggested to become significant on a time scale of over
200 ms (Figure S9). We confirmed that no detectable chemical
contamination was caused between the a-TaOx thin films and
Rh-coated tips in the C-AFM measurements (Figures S13−
S15), and the Ta5+, Ta4+, and O2− ions have a lateral migration
distance of over 250 nm in the resistive switching (Figures S16
and S17). Note that the ion migration discussed here refers to
both migration of the interstitial ions and vacancy-mediated

migration of the ions in the host structures, while the
interstitial/vacancy-mediated mechanism is considered rela-
tively dominant for the tantalum/oxide ions,18,44,46 respec-
tively. Also, we mention that the lateral ion-migration distance
observed in our C-AFM experiments is in good agreement with
that previously observed for resistive switching of a-TaOx (6.0
nm) thin films by X-ray absorption spectromicroscopy.47 Based
on the above facts and the observed C-AFM images, we
suggest the possible mechanisms of the observed resistive
switching as follows.

In the (1) Ic-dependent analog set phenomenon (Figures
1c,d and S3), the C-AFM images suggested that a-TaOx with
reduced resistivity was partially formed at the top interface of
the film at Ic < 1.0 μA due to the vertical electric drift and
accumulation of the Ta5+ ions, and a penetration path was
formed at Ic = 1.0 μA by the increased amount of conductive a-
TaOx (Figure 6a). Under the accumulation, the x in a-TaOx at
the top interface decreases from the initial value (around 2.46),
and the sensitive Ic dependence of the switched resistance
(bottom panel of Figure 1c) is considered to be due to the
steep oxygen composition dependence of the resistivity. The
absence of a conductive spot in the current images for Ic < 1.0
μA (Figures 1d and S3) supports this assumption since the
partially reduced regions will be reoxidized from the top
surfaces in the subsequent scanning measurements. The rapid
increase in the conductive areas observed at Ic = 1.0−2.0 μA
(Figure 1d) suggested that lateral migration of Ta5+ was caused
in this Ic range by Soret diffusion42−45 toward the thin (high-
current-density) conduction path formed at 1.0 μA (second
left panels of Figure 1d). As mentioned above, the radius of the
robust conduction path that formed at Ic = 2.0 μA was 14 nm
in the current image (Figure 1d), while the structural radius
observed in the topographic image was 35 nm. In recent
experiments for a-TaOx thin films based on transmission
electron microscopy44 and X-ray photoemission electron
microscopy,49 the radius of a conduction path involved in
the resistive switching has been shown to be 33 nm and 25−45
nm, respectively, from the local increases in the tantalum ion
composition. Thus, if we assume that the structural
deformation of a-TaOx observed at Ic = 2.0 μA was mainly
caused by the vertical and lateral accumulation of Ta5+ ions, a
good agreement with the previous microscopy observations
can be seen in the structural size of the conduction path for the
C-AFM observations of this study. As discussed in Analyses of
the Chemical Compositions section of Supporting Informa-
tion, the oxygen composition x in the conduction path after the
set switching at Ic = 1.0−2.0 μA was suggested to be close to
(but larger than) 2.0 for the present a-TaOx thin films. This
composition value is also well consistent with the chemical
composition of the conduction path in a-TaOx (x = 2.0 ± 0.1)
determined in the recent observations by X-ray photoemission
electron microscopy.49 The relatively large topographic
deformation observed at Ic ≥ 3.0 μA (Figures 1d and S3)
indicated that increased vertical migration of tantalum ions
(Ta5+ and Ta4+) was caused in the conduction paths under
these Ics due to the increased transport number of tantalum
ions induced by the reduction of a-TaOx.

19,45 The migration of
tantalum ions, however, will not cause a further decrease in the
switched resistance, as observed in the I−V characteristics
(Figure 1c). The path spreading observed in the current
images with Ic ≥ 10 μA (Figures 1d and S3) suggested that the
influences of the electrochemical oxidation became significant
at the top interfaces under these current levels (right

Figure 6. Schematic illustrations of the possible mechanisms of the
ion migration in the a-TaOx thin films under the (a) current-
dependent analog set, (b) voltage-dependent analog reset, and (c)
stochastic reset phenomena observed in our C-AFM measurements. Jd
and JS in the illustrations denote the mass fluxes of the ions driven by
electric drift and Soret diffusion, respectively. The Ta5+, Ta4+, and O2−

ions drawn in the ratios of their Shannon ionic radii48 are shown at
the upper left of (a) and (c). The conductive regions before and after
the segregation of a-TaO2 are drawn as the internal areas of the red
solid lines with the pink balls (Ta5+) and internal areas of the magenta
solid lines with the purple balls (Ta4+), respectively. Note that the
composition ratios of the tantalum ions to the oxide ions in the
conductive regions are increased from the actual values for clarity.
Also, the aspect ratio of the a-TaOx thin films and relative heights of
the structural deformations on the surfaces are modified in the
illustrations.
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illustration in Figure 6a), and the over-set phenomenon was
caused by the increased resistivity of a-TaOx. The increased
contributions from the electrochemical oxidation at the larger
Ics are directly predictable from the increases in the flowing
currents because the rate of the anodic oxidation (a-TaOx +
yOH− + yh+ → a-TaOx+y + yH+ + ye−) is in principle
dependent on or proportional to the oxidation current.30,31

The volume increases of a-TaOx observed in the (2) Vmax-
dependent analog reset phenomenon (+1.5 to +2.5 V in
Figures 2c and S5) suggested that the resistance increases in
this type of switching were produced by the electrochemical
oxidation of a-TaOx (second left illustration in Figure 6b). The
oxidation from air (replacement of an oxygen reservoir layer in
a practical device),5,10,28 which was suggested for Ic ≥ 10 μA in
the over-set, should also progress in this reset switching at
approximately 150 μA and will steeply increase the resistivity
of a-TaOx at the interface. The reversibility of the structural
changes (Figures 2c,d and S7) and stability of the cycling
characteristics (Figure 2b) indicated that the redox reactions
involved in this switching are highly continuous and reversible
(Figure 6b), possibly due to the low probability of phase
separation in a-TaOx for 2.0 < x < 2.5. The dendritic structures
observed after the over-reset at Vmax = +5.0 V (Figures 2a,c and
S5) are known as typical structures of thin-film ionic
conductors after application of high electric fields, by which
ion migration was also induced in the in-plane direction.50

Therefore, these structures strongly suggest that the over-reset
characteristics of a-TaOx originate in the lateral electric drift of
the Ta5+ ions caused by the excessive voltage application (Jd in
the second right illustration of Figure 6b). The (3) time-
dependent analog switching phenomenon observed with
multiple pulsed voltage applications (Figure 4a,b) is also
considered based on the electrochemical redox reactions under
the analog-mode voltage polarity sequence (+2.5 → −1.7 V)
(second left and right illustrations in Figure 6b). The
monotonic time dependence of the resistance consistently
suggested the dominant role of the electrochemical redox
reactions because the extent in principle changes with the
amount of injected charge (i.e., the time integral of the
current).

In the stochastic-type reset under negative voltages (Figure
3a), in contrast, the O2− ions will accumulate at the top
interface due to the electric drift, and reduction reactions with
air will be caused (Figure 6c). Under these conditions,
competing resistance increases and decreases will be
simultaneously caused at the top interface of the a-TaOx
film, which may explain the generation of spiking currents
(Figure 3a). With the progress of voltage application, the total
oxygen content in a-TaOx will be progressively decreased by
the reduction reactions, as supported by the expansion of the
conductive areas for Vmax = −2.0 to −3.0 V (Figure 3c). This
suggests that the structural coalescence observed in a-TaOx
(−3.5 V in Figure 3c) was compositionally caused by oxygen
reduction through segregation of a different chemical phase
with x < 2.46. The oxygen composition x in the coalesced
nanoparticle region was shown to be approximately or slightly
less than 2.0 by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES, Figure
S13). Based on the analyzed compositions and phase
configuration of the a-TaOx system, the formation of a-
TaO2, which is a metastable metallic phase with a relatively
high thermodynamic stability,18,41 in stochastic-type reset
switching was suggested. When this formation is considered,
the origin of the switching stochasticity is attributable to the

metastability of a-TaO2, due to which segregation will
occasionally be induced in voltage sweeping (Figure 3a) and
multiple voltage applications (Figure 4e,f). The C-AFM images
after switching (Figure 3c) indicated that the abrupt resistance
increase in the stochastic reset was caused by the formation of
a high-resistance core structure. The possibility of a-TaO2
segregation suggests that the abrupt formation of the high-
resistance core results from rapid radial exchange of Ta5+/Ta4+
and O2− ions between the core and shell regions, caused by
compositional segregation (second right illustration in Figure
6c). The set switching after the stochastic reset (Figure 3d and
right illustration in Figure 6c), in contrast, will be produced by
the electric drift of Ta5+ and Ta4+ from the shell part since the
coalesced a-TaO2 is not largely decomposed in the switching
cycles, as observed in Figure S7.

3. CONCLUSIONS
The physical mechanisms of the analog resistive switching
phenomena were directly visualized in a-TaOx using atomically
flat thin films. Our results based on C-AFM indicate that a
stable analog switching phenomenon can be induced in a-TaOx
by causing the reversible redox reactions, which will
continuously progress in a composition range of 2.0 < x <
2.5. A way of toggling the switching stochasticity was also
demonstrated in the C-AFM measurements, possibly based on
the compositional segregation of heterogeneous a-TaO2. These
results suggest that a steep oxygen composition dependence of
the resistivity and suppression of phase segregation, which
were provided in a-TaOx in this study, are key factors for
analog switching operations of an amorphous metal oxide,
while phase segregation will play a critical role in stochastic-
type switching. We believe that the insights from this study
open the possibility of directly controlling the switching
functions of a metal oxide for applications in neuromorphic
computing (including artificial synapses and stochastic switch-
ing elements) and offer opportunities to explore new
hardware-driven neuromorphic functionalities.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
4.1. Film Preparation. Atomically flat thin films of a-TaOx were

deposited by the PLD method on Nb:STO (001) substrates with a
Nb concentration of 0.05 wt.% (supplied by Shinkosha Co., Ltd.). On
the Nb:STO (001) substrates, step-and-terrace surfaces with single-
unit-cell-height (0.3905 nm) steps were formed by buffered
hydrofluoric acid etching prior to deposition. The meandering
patterns of the substrate steps, which were formed through etching,
also served as position marks in the C-AFM measurements. Film
deposition by PLD was conducted at room temperature (without
substrate heating) and a PO2 of 10−4−101 Pa, and a sintered ceramic
disc of Ta2O5 (99.9%, Kojundo Chemical Lab. Co., Ltd.) was used as
the target. Focused third harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser (wavelength =
355 nm) were used as the ablation light source for PLD, and the
power and repetition frequency were set as 15 mJ and 10 Hz,
respectively. Among the a-TaOx thin films, 5.7 nm thick films
deposited at PO2 = 5.0 × 10−4 Pa were used for the C-AFM
measurements.

4.2. Film Characterization. The thickness and mass density of
the a-TaOx thin films were determined by X-ray reflectometry using
an X-ray diffractometer (ATX-G, Rigaku Co., Ltd.). Characterizations
of the atomic structures and film porosity were performed via
transmission electron microscopy on a JEM-ARM200F microscope
(JEOL Co., Ltd.) for a-TaOx (200 nm)/SiO2/Si thin films patterned
by focused ion beam milling with an FB-2000A system (Hitachi). The
resistivity of a-TaOx was measured by the DC four-point probe
method (in the van der Pauw electrode configuration) with a source
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measurement unit (Keithley 2450) for a-TaOx (50 nm)/glass
(CORNINGEAGLE XG) thin films. The chemical compositions of
the a-TaOx (5.7 nm)/Nb:STO (001) thin films and Rh-coated C-
AFM probes were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy with
a photoelectron spectrometer (JEOL Co., Ltd., JPS-9200) and AES
with an Auger electron spectrometer equipped with a field-emission
scanning electron microscope (JEOL Co., Ltd., JAMP-9500F).

4.3. C-AFM Measurements. C-AFM measurements for the a-
TaOx/Nb:STO (001) thin films were conducted with a system
consisting of a scanning probe microscope (Nanocute, Hitachi High-
Tech Co., Ltd.) and a semiconductor parameter analyzer (B1500A,
Keysight Co., Ltd.) equipped with a waveform generator/fast
measurement unit (B1530A, Keysight Co., Ltd.). In the C-AFM
measurements, DC I−V and pulsed I−t characteristics with a time
resolution of >1.0 μs were measured using the B1500A analyzer, and
current-mapping images were acquired using the C-AFM module of
the Nanocute and a current preamplifier (LI-76, NF Co., Ltd.). Pulsed
I−t measurements with a time resolution of <1.0 μs were conducted
in a different C-AFM setup, as shown in Figure S11. Pulsed voltage
stresses were applied from a pulse generator (81110A, Keysight Co.,
Ltd.) in the setup, and currents were derived from the voltage
readings of an oscilloscope (DLM2022, Yokogawa Co., Ltd.). Current
fluctuations due to contact area variations of the C-AFM probe51 were
not significantly observed in the C-AFM I−V measurements, owing to
the uniformity of the electrical contact between the atomically flat a-
TaOx films and conductive probes. Irreversible breakdown of the
materials, which is known as a serious problem in C-AFM
measurement of a resistive switching phenomenon, was also
significantly suppressed and hardly observed in the voltage range of
the measurements because of the uniform (not locally focused) field
application expected for the tip/film contacts (as indicated by the
uniform structural deformation shown in Figure 1d).

To investigate the analog resistive switching phenomena by C-
AFM, we should note that analog switching of an a-TaOx device has
been demonstrated by fabricating a multilayer structure with a layer
for oxygen exchange (so-called “oxygen reservoir”), such as an a-TaOx
layer with a different oxygen composition3,4,6,7,10 and an interface
layer with a reactive electrode (Ta and Ti),5,6,8,13 in almost all cases.
To obtain this effect in the C-AFM technique, we conducted
measurements in air, in which oxide ions can be readily supplied from
and exposed to the gas phase and water meniscus. The relative
humidity in the ambient air was kept at 30−40% during the C-AFM
measurements. We confirmed that the switching properties and
topographic structures of the a-TaOx thin films are not significantly
influenced by humidity variations within this range. In addition, when
the electrical contact radius in the C-AFM measurements is assumed
to be 27 nm, the resistivity of the Nb:STO substrate with a Nb doping
level of 0.05 wt.% (10−1 Ω cm) gives a spreading resistance Rspread of
10 kΩ,52 which is in series with the a-TaOx thin film. This Rspread is
comparable to the resistance of the a-TaOx thin films in the low
resistance state and is in a range effective as a load resistance element
for suppressing the excessive transient currents in the circuit,53 which
has been widely employed in practical device structures to improve
the effectiveness of Ic control.

As conductive probes, Si cantilevers coated with 30 nm thick layers
of Rh (supplied by Hitachi High-Tech Co., Ltd.) were used in the C-
AFM measurements. The contact force was set as 8 nN during the I−
V, I−t, and scanning measurements to suppress the contributions
from the flexoelectricity, heating, and structural modification of the
measured films, which typically become significant under a contact
force of >100 nN.22 The weak contact force and tip curvature radius
of 25 nm ensured a uniform electrical contact area of 2300 nm2 in the
I−V and I−t measurements (as observed in Figure 1d). This defined
contact area is well comparable to the typical electrode areas of
practical resistive switching devices,54 where sharp plug or nano-
particle structures are often fabricated on the electrodes to confine the
resistive switching spot. These experimental features therefore suggest
that the operation conditions of practical resistive switching devices of
a-TaOx were reasonably reproduced in the C-AFM measurements
conducted in this study in the many aspects of the electrical input

levels, structural dimensions (areas and thicknesses), and multilayer
functions (oxygen reservoir and load resistance), and the observed
resistive switching can provide phenomenal examples of the device
properties.
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